
from DECOMPOSING ROBERT 

The always sound of rain and steam, bones loosening from grip of muscle, hinges yawning 
haptic creak and when’s ache a where worn out in new grinding, here to us; heard  

in submarine groans of pressures building, of body changing and road’s tongue cleft – 
its blistering the about-turn we take, we all of us – without a word – rise again, to walk. 

We merge       wise men say 
in wind and rain’s constant    only fools rush in 

changing of.  
Stagger forward  

buffeted by 
evacuations of  

form  
in spat toxins rapturous.    but I can’t help 

Each step       falling  
in and against       
the around of us    in love 

falling.       with you 

Sludge 
trek of       shall I stay 
trunk arteries in  

vertebral traversal. 
Newly exposed verb out 
 in the unmapped    would it be a sin? 
abdominal halls of     if 
churning      i 
 us      can’t help   
 further      falling 
     

in love with you 



and I no longer know who I am following or if anyone can possibly follow anyone 
as there is no knowing anymore beyond a falling in together through time of us 
making sense now or no longer making sense now or no longer needing any sense 

like a river flows 
surely to the sea 
darling, so it goes 
some things are meant to be 

but we are losing touch remembering when it could be and could be lost in touch 
and you are not who you were and neither am I and though we never were those 
ideas of people we had both believed then and we had believed them 

take my hand 
take my whole life too 

and yet I don’t believe I did believe nor can I ever believe as there is no compass 
nor should there be 

for I can’t help  

a glued pursuit of coordinates for our moving and yet we still desire that language  
as if to claim with recognition the experience of 

falling in love with you 


